
When is My Book Ready for Editing?

I’m glad you asked! As easy as it would seem, handing your manuscript over to an editor as 

soon as you type the end isn’t exactly the most effeective thing to do. Theere are many stages to 

prepping your manuscript - whether you’re writing a novel, nonficction, or collection - for an 

editor, and in this article, I’d like to share a littlle about each step and leave you with a printable

checklist at the end to make sure you’re on track!

Finish your book. Okay, maybe this is a littlle…obvious. But a ficrst draft  doesn’t count as a 

ficnished book, so make sure that you’ve truly completed your manuscript – no mattler how 

many draft s that is – and ficll in all the plot holes, add or remove parts, rewrite scenes or 

chapters, correct all the inconsistencies. Theese are things that editors can’t or won’t do – they 

can’t rewrite your book for you (although they can point out what should be rewrittlen…but 

then you need that rewrittlen section edited too, so it’s really just an ongoing cycle unless you 

complete it to begin with). And they won’t have the same knowledge of your story and all the 

elements that go into it that you do – especially if you’re trying to lay groundwork for more 

stories, as in a series, for example.

Edit it. Don’t give me that look. Just because you’re hiring an editor doesn’t mean that you 

can’t take the time to go over your novel yourself – and I’m not just saying that because it 

makes the editor’s job easier; I’m saying it because it makes the editor’s job betteer. If you’re 

hiring a developmental editor, then go through and ficx any errors or grammatical mistakes that

they won’t catch. If they’re not distracted by typos, they can focus bettler on your characters, 

plot, and themes. Thee same goes for line editing or copy editing – don’t send your manuscript 

to an editor when you haven’t even gottlen the plot or characters fully developed. Make sure 

you’ve clarificed your plot and themes and developed everything to the best of your ability, so 

that editors can focus on your prose. Plus, two pairs of eyes are bettler than one, as they say! It 

also helps to have an editor for each area of your manuscript that needs work, especially if you

feel like you can only do so much, whether that’s a developmental editor and a line editor or an

editor and a proofreader - whatever you believe your book needs!

Have betas. Betas (or beta readers) are people – friends, family, fellow writers – who read 

your book to give you a readers’ perspective, something neither you or an editor can do. 



Theey’ll be able to point out their favorite and least favorite characters, scenes, plot points, etc., 

provide feedback on certain aspects you may be concerned about (like content, triggers, or 

themes), and maybe even catch a typo or two! Not to mention betas can help you guage the 

reactions of your future readers, and offeer loads of support and enthusiasm to keep you going!

Implement their edits. Whatever your betas suggested, do! (At least, to the degreee you feel 

most comfortable with; you don’t have to take all their advice.) Go through your manuscript 

and implement their edits and feedback, and if you make drastic changes and feel the need for 

another round of betas, go for it! It also helps to have beta teams that focus on certain points – 

like a team for characters, one for plot, and another for prose – so that they can give their full 

attlention to one aspect, according to their strong suits!

Research editors. Editors are not a one-size-ficts-all, and even if you had an editor in mind 

before you began this process, they may not be the best fict for your manuscript now or they 

may not even be available for the time you need them. Or, like most writers, you could be 

strapped for cash – or, well, any kind of money – and need an editor that caters to or will work

around your budget. Be selective in which editor you choose, because they can either help you 

polish your manuscript into something beautiful and build up your writing skills in the 

process…or they can tear your book to shreds and leave you questioning your abilities. 

Now, you can submit! You’re ready to embark upon a crazy but wonderful journey, my 

friend, one that will determine the success of your book and prepare you for publication! It’s 

only the beginning!
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